WE DID IT!

INNOVASUB

DPX ORION Underwater Tablet Platform was
Innovasub’s first project on Kickstarter. We were very

Once again thank you all

excited on every stage of the project. DPX Orion
project’s adventure started three years ago when
Innovasub decided to utilize smart tablets underwater. In
mid February 2022 DPX ORION have exceed the goal
of 20,000€ on the Kickstarter Campaign.

Your help will give a

Read More

for your kind support.

greater ground for us to
work and develop
innovative underwater
technology products.

Much Appreciation,
-The DPX ORION Team

DPX-2 ORION APP and Dive Computer Algorithms

DPX-2 ORION APP is a powerful dive computer application that is supported by
any kind of tablet device that runs on Android or iOS (iPhone Operating
System). One of the most powerful features of DPX 2 is that is has the capacity
of running and displaying one or two dive computer algorithms. There is no
definite answer for which algorithm is the best one around. Currently, it is up to
the user to decide what is comfortable and what conservatism suits the user
best.
DPX-2 ORION APP gives the user multiple choice amongst multiple algorithms
and running two algorithms simultaneously. The choice is yours. Then how are
you going to choose? Here is an interesting article giving a good and simple
summary about dive computer algorithms.

Read More

Sunken Ship Found In Antarctica Over 100 Years Later

More than a century after sinking in
Antarctic waters, the wreck of Sir Ernest
Shackleton's legendary Endurance ship
was found. The Endurance was in
excellent condition despite having been
underwater for almost a century.
An expedition team from the Falklands
Maritime Heritage Trust led by polar
geographer John Shears located the wreck
using an underwater autonomous vehicle
on March 5, after a month at sea.
Technicians had been running an undersea
drone day and night for two weeks,
scanning the seafloor with sonar looking for
the 144-foot wooden ship, which was
crushed in the Weddell’s treacherous pack
ice and sank in 1915 during Shackleton’s
ill-fated attempt to be the first to cross
Antarctica.

Read More

Surprise of Nature: A Preserved Shipwreck in Lake Van
A childhood dream of a walking stick
master came true. Cumial Birol is an artist
and walking stick master from Adilcevaz –
Bitlis in Turkey. His father showed him the
mast of a shipwreck in 1986. Later in his
life he became a scuba diver and help the
exploration of the shipwreck named
‘Akdamar’. Lake Van lies in the far east of
Turkey in the provinces of Van and Bitlis. It
is receiving water from many small streams
that descend from the surrounding
mountains. It is one of the world's few
endorheic lakes (a lake having no outlet) of
size greater than 3,000 square kilometres.
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DPX ORION Products are Exhibited at EUDI Show
DPX ORION products are exhibited at the
EUDI SHOW 2022 that took place in
Bologna Fiere from 1st to 3rd April 2022.

The EUDI SHOW (EUROPEAN DIVE
SHOW) is an important European
exhibition event dedicated to the world of
diving held in Bologna Fiere.
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